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**PRELIMINARY LIST**
GROUP 1. PAPERS relative to Professor Gibson's activities in professional associations, and conferences outside the University of Melbourne.

Unit 16 Vol. 1/1
Joint session of the International Institute of Philosophy and the Indian Philosophical Congress, Mysore 29.8.1959
Addresses, Lists of Participants, Programs
Papers read:  
- Formal Freedom Real Freedom (A. Boyce Gibson)  
- Traditional Values in the Background of a Theory of Values  
- Science and Reality  
- Objectivity in science and in Philosophy  
- Science and wisdom  
- Individual Freedom and Society  
- Traditional Values in American Life

Box 1 1/2/1
International Academic Union
Meeting in Brussels June 1966
(70th Session)
Reports
Correspondence
Guides
Progress Reports

1/2/2
International Academic Union
42nd Session, Bucharest June 1968
Report of Australian Humanities Research Council

1/2/3
International Institute of Philosophy
Correspondence 1966-1972
Membership lists 1976
Circulars
Reports (includes 'Main Trends of research in Philosophy' multiple copies) 1971
Minutes (Heidelberg 1969
( Liege 1967
( Copenhagen 1966
Accounts 1959/1960/1965
Address (fragment) n.d.
Report by A.B.G. 'Existential Religion and Philosophy'
(Copenhagen) 1966

1/2/4
International Institute of Philosophy
Inquiry into teaching of humanities 1953
Reports 1953/1968
Correspondence
Minutes Oxford 1962
Mexico 1963
Aquila 1964
Sta. Barbara 1961
Vienna 1968
Meeting in Aquila 1964
Address: "Conventional Right and right Conventions" (A.B.C.)
Accounts 1960
GROUP 1. PAPERS..... (cont.)

Box 2 1/3/1
Australian Humanities Research Council
Reports 1966-1967
Minutes 1966-1968
International Congress of Orientalists 1967
International Conference on the teaching of English 1967
Committee on Foreign Languages Sydney 1967
Reports
Proposals
Recommendations

1/3/2
C.A.E. 1968-1971
Lectures: Ethics 1967
   Theories of Democracy 1967
   Philosophy of Religion 1968
   Aesthetics 1968
   Great Philosophers 1968
Existentialism 1968
   Philosophy and Literature 1968
Landmarks and the history of Ethics 1970
   The Greeks and their philosophy 1971
Plato and the Greek Civilization 1971
Correspondence
   Accounts
   Course programs
   Reading lists

1/3/3
Australian Humanities Research Council 1961-1965
Correspondence
Minutes 1962-1964
Conference on Commonwealth Literature, Leeds 1964
Reports (including: Report on proposed Australian Institute in Sweden; Union Academique Internationale 1962 Xerography)
Research and publication: An Author's viewpoint
   An Editor's viewpoint
   The support given to scholarship by publishers in general
Annual report 1961-1962
Details of publications

Box 3 1/4/4
Australian Humanities Research Council 1966
Correspondence
Minutes
Annual Report 1966/68
Ph.D. & Hon. Graduates Survey 1966

1/4/5
Australian Academy of the Humanities 1970/71
General Meeting Canberra 1971
Minutes 1970
Reports & Recommendations
General Meeting of Institut International de Philosophie, Helsinki 1970
GROUP 1. PAPERS.... (cont.)

1/4/6
Australian Academy of the Humanities
Minutes, Reports, Accounts 1971/72
List of Staff Members of Philosophy Departments in Australian Universities 1970
Annual Report 1958/9 2 assisted papers

1/4/7
Australian Academy of the Humanities
Minutes, Reports
Elections, Fellowships
Accounts 1970
Institut International de Philosophie
Member lists
Publications 1971

GROUP 2. MANUSCRIPTS, ARTICLES, BROADCASTS, LECTURES.

Box 4 2/1/1
A.B.C. Broadcasts (For the Senior Student) 1968/70
Notes, Drafts, Teacher's notes
Correspondence 1968-70
'Forming Judgements' 1969
'Influential Thinkers - Socrates'
'Dostoievsky - Leading Ideas in 'Crime & Punishment' 1970
Notes for Teachers 1968

2/1/2
'Equality' re-written paper given in 1952 in Canberra
'Formal Freedom and Real Freedom' n.d.
'Contemporaries Ltd.' n.d.
'Paradoxes about Bad Art' (m.s.) n.d.

2/1/3
Carneades, Hume and Feuerbach (ABG)
Hume (ABG)
Tillich's Doctrine of God (Charles Hartshorne)
An Idealist View of Life (S. Radhakrishnan)
Anselm Proslogium (Sidney Norton Deane)
Eternity as Beginningless and Endless Duration (from a German translation)
Extract
The Eternity of God (Otto Pfleiderer)
Is There Tragedy in God (Whitehead & Berdiaev)
God as Person (Schlapp)
Fragments
GROUP 2. MANUSCRIPTS, ARTICLES, BROADCASTS, LECTURES. (cont.)

2/1/4 Papers of the East-West Philosophy Conference, Canberra 1957
Includes Broadcast 3.1.1958 A.K. Stout 2BL
Suffering and its Conquest (T.R.V.Murit) Benares
What are we to talk about (A.K. Stout)
Hold then the good, define it well...(Hakim)
The Conception of the Good Life in East and West (R. Das, Calcutta)
The good life and citizenship (J.L. Mackie)
Ethics and international relations (P.H. Partridge, ANU)
The notion of a moral law (K. Baier)
Self and others (Kalidas BHattachaiyya, Visua-Barati Uni)
Self and others (John Passmore, ANU)
Good life and citizenship (M.M. Sharif)
Contemplation and action (A.N. Prior, Christchurch N.Z.)
Action and contemplation (Dr. Krishna Daya)
Vitally important Topics (Excerpts C.S. Peirce)
Ethical conflicts and their solution (A.R. Wadia)
Ethical conflicts and their solution (A.K. Stout)

2/1/5 Religious Topics
Articles by Professor I.T. Ramsey, Oxford.
Miracle
Introduction to the philosophy of religion
The traditional argument for the existence of God

2/1/6 M.S. Notes for proposed book on Aesthetics 1967

2/1/7 Review of ABG Book: Theism and Empiricism and correspondence.

2/1/8 The attitude of inquiry
Unidentified ms. (English and French)

2/1/9 Freedom

2/1/10 Various m.s.

Box 5 2/2/1 Christian Humanism 1962
Doing Without
The wrong sort of piety
Plain Christianity 1952
Retrospect 1957
Plain Christianity for everyman I & II 1949
This I believe
The Christian Student
Death means this to me
Thanksgiving
Things new and old
Does the unity of civilization require a common faith
What are we here for
The wrath of God
Changing human nature
Is there any power beyond goodness?
Why does God allow evil
Plain Christianity 1952
Broadcast address 18.12.1949
GROUP 2. MANUSCRIPTS, ARTICLES, SCRIPTS...

2/2/1 (cont.) Man from within
I will pour out of my spirit upon all flesh
The conversion of Christians to the quest of truth
Does religion discourage thinking for oneself?
What are we here for?  1943
Ms. of talks for the Student Christian Manuscript
Address (incomplete)
Graven images
Seven Articles in "The Australian Intercollege' on
The Logic of Practice  1943-58

2/2/2 Preface to the Collection of Religious Articles & Broadcasts
Have Faith and Find Out  (2 copies)
I have called you friends  (2 copies)
Easter  (2 copies)
Christmas  (2 copies)
Explorers  (2 copies)
For Hard Times  (2 copies)
The Divinity of Christ  (2 copies)
The Second Chance  (2 copies)
The New Testament & Worry  (2 copies)
The Sense of Sin  (2 copies)
Facing a New Horizon  (2 copies)
What do I mean by Good  (2 copies)
Reasons & Commitment
Cause and (Creation) (m.s.)
Existential Religion & Existential Philosophy
Woe unto You...(Luke 6 Verse 26)
Interim Report
God is Amongst Us  (2 copies)
A ms. "The work of A.B. Gibson

2/2/3 Study Plato's:A Theory of Form (ms.)
Moral Personality & Political Obligation
Manett - Social Anthropology
Lecture notes
Philosophy in Canada (Symposium)
Artistotle's Ethics and the Modern World

2/2/4 Miscellaneous Fragments, Notes, Indices

Box 6  2/3/1 Lecture Notes
Birmingham to 1934
Hons. Metaphysics
Political Theory
Social Psychology
Melbourne 1935-1943
Political Philosophy
Ethics
Social Studies
Industrial Welfare
CAE Ethics & Religion
SCM
GROUP 2. MANUSCRIPTS, ARTICLES, SCRIPTS...

2/3/2
Lecture Notes
Birmingham to 1934
Republic,
Social Philosophy
Melbourne 1935-1966
Metaphysics
Theory of History
Political Philosophy
Republic
Social Science
Youth Leader
Ethics
History of Philosophy
Philosophy for Beginners

SCM 1939
Ballarat Grammar 1967

2/3/3
Lecture Notes
Glasgow University 1923
Aristotle's Ethics

2/4/1
Box 7
Monash University 1961-1971
French Philosophy 1960,1967
Existentialism 1961
Uni of Texas (Austin, Texas)
Department of Philosophy Visiting Professor 1964-1965

2/4/2
Lecture Notes
1930-1939

2/4/3
Lecture Notes
1940-1949

2/4/4
Lecture Notes
1950-1959

2/4/5
Lecture Notes
1960-1969

2/4/6
Lecture Notes
1970-1972
GROUP 3. ESSAYS, BOOKS.

Box 8 3/1/1 Manuscripts

3/1/2 A Study in Plato's theory of farms (2 copies)
A Metaphysician looks at Education  A.N. Whitehead
Fragment of M.S. pp 31-74 (Theology)
(pp.51-56 in duplicate)
Fragment of M.S. (Luke 6 Verse 26)
" " Preliminaries to an empirical
" " Philosophy of religion
" " The Empirical Fringe.

3/1/3 Preliminaries to an empirical Philosophy of Religion
(Chapter 11)
The empirical fringes Chapter 111 (2 copies)
Theism and Empiricism (M.S. and copy)
Values as fringes (Chapter IV) 2 copies

3/1/4 Unidentified Work
Chapter V. On proving the existence of God (2 copies)
Chapter VI. The traditional proofs (2 copies)
Chapter VII. An analysis of faith.

3/1/5 Unidentified Work
Chapter VIII. Faith and practice
Chapter IX. to Metaphysics. (2 copies)
Fragment (Chapter II) pp. 32-56.
" 42-58

Fragments and indices.

Box 9 3/2 'Plato and the Muses'

3/2/1 Complete M.S.

3/2/2 (Duplicate) Portions of M.S.
Fragments of criticism.
Published letters. 1960

3/2/3 (Typed) Corrected M.S. (2 files)

3/2/4 (Portions of) Handwritten M.S.

Box 10 3/3/1 "A Wrestler with God: A Study in the Religion of Dostoevsky"
M.S.Dedication, preface introduction, Chapters 1-111.
3/3/2  "A Wrestler with God: A Study in the Religion of Dostoevsky"
   Chapters IV-VII
   Epilogue
   Notes, Bibliography. etc.


Box 11  3/4/1  "Muse and Thinker"
          Complete M.S.

3/4/2  "Muse and Thinker"
       Part M.S.

3/4/3  MSS. "More Regard for Excellence
       Plain Christianity - Address 1950
       The Thing Called Research (Graduates Symposium) 1949
       Prayer (Trinity Chapel) 19.10.1939
       Address Inst. of Engineers 10.12.1943
       Undated MSS.

       Congress of Universities of the Commonwealth, Oxford 1948
       Report on Congress in Amsterdam.
       Curriculum Vitae.

GROUP 4.  MISCELLANEOUS

Box 12  4/1/1  Monash University
          Syllabus
          Departmental Matters
          Essay Notices
          Dept. of Modern Languages
          Staff Matters etc. 1969-1972
          Pamphlet: 'Confrontation on the Campus'.

4/1/2  Ghandi Centenary Celebrations
       (Prof. A.B.G. C'tee Member) 1969
       Minutes
       Accounts
       Leaflets, Circulars.

4/1/3  Library of Living Philosophers.
       Re: Prof. Schilpp (Corresp). 1971

4/1/4  Diary and Notebooks  Undated
4/1/5 Greek Philosophy-Syllabus 1965
4/1/6 Miscellaneous News Clippings

Box 13 4/2/1

MSS. By Other Philosophers.

'Constitutional History of the Principate'
(H. Stuart Jones)
'Economic Organization' (J.A. Todd-Balliol)
'Aristotle-Ethics' (W.D. Ross - Oriel)
'Political Organization' (Adams-Schools)
'Judgement' (H.H. Joachim)
'Historical Approach to Modern Idealism'
(J. MacMurray)
'Mural Ideals' (C.C.J. Webb)
'Sovereignty & Rights' (Adam-Schools)
'Butler, Hume & Kant' (E.F. Carritt-Univ)
'Kant' (A.D. Lindsay)

4/2/2

Reprints of Articles by Other Philosophers.

'Die Transzendentale Dialektik in Der Theurie Des
Protagoras' (A.N. Zoumos)
'Descartes, the British Empiricists & Furnal Logie'
(J.A. Passmore)
'God and Evil' (H.J. McCloskey)
'Value, Fact & Science' (Robert Sharman)
'Invitation' (Quenton Gibson)
'The Indicative Element in Deontological Words'
(A. Campbell-Garnett)
'Studies in Ethics' (James K. Feibelman)
'Insecurity & The Abiding Treasure' (Charles Hartshorne)
'Present & Possible Relations Between Oriental and
Western Thought' (Frederick Harold Young)
'Letters & Syllables in Plato' (Gilbert Ryle)
'The Stressed Conditioning of Psychotics'
(J.K. Feibelman)
'Behaviour & Response' (J.K. Feibelman)
'Value Theory As a Formal System' (Robert S. Hartman)
'Freedom & Creativity' (A. Campbell Garnett)
'History & Philosophy of Science at Cambridge
(Gero Buchdahl)
'On Poetry' (E. de Selincourt)
'The Problem of Negation' (G. Buchdahl)
'Some Suggestions in Aesthetics' (Mary McCloskey)
'National Differences in Sense of Humour'
(H.J. Eysenck)
'Grammarians's Progress' (J. Tate)
'Kant's Analysis of Experience' (H.J. Paton)
'Books & Publications Empiricism & Religion'
(I.T. Ramsey)
'Education, Psychology and Philosophy' (O.A. Oeser)
'Problem' Is Punishment Retributive?' (K. Baier)
'Contradiction & Absurdity' (K. Baier)
'The Cartesian Projection' (Gavin Ardley)
'Nietzsche Today' (Philip Merlan)
'Le Probleme De Socrate' (V. de Magaheas-Vilhena)
'Le "Grand Inquisitieve" Reinterrete'
(Philip Merlan)
Reprints of Articles by Other Philosophers. (cont'd)

'Skleist & Kant' by Ludwig Mirth (Richard Samuel)
'Time Consciousness in Husserl & Heidegger' (Philip Merlan)
'Metaphysik: Name & Gegenstand' (Philip Merlan)
'The Limits of the Will' (Brian O'Shaughnessy)
'The Chilly Stars' (Gavin Ardley)
'Federal-State Financial Relations in India' (W. Prest)
'The Nature of the Philosophical Enterprise' (J.K. Feibelman)
'Teaching Economics in Australian Universities' (W. Prest)
'Plato's Cratylus: The Order of Etymologies' (Robert Brumbaugh)
'History of Philosophy: Methodology Antiquity & Middle Ages' (Philip Merlan)
'Alexander the Great or Antiphon the Sophist' (Philip Merlan)
'Epicureanism and Horace' (Philip Merlan)
'Plutarch and Magic' (Philip Merlan)
'L'Etica Dell'Azione' (J.K. Feibelman)
'Coleridge's Ancient Mariner & Cook's Second Voyage' (Bernard Smith)
'Kant's Analysis of Experience' (H.J. Paton)
'Revue De Psychologie Du Peuple' July 1949 - " " " 1950
'The New Scholasticism' April 1938
'Theoria "The Right to Punish" vol. XIV.1948
'Australian Biblical Review' Dec. 1962
'The Journal of Philosophy' March 1960
'Institutions, Law and Morals' (J.K. Feibelman)
'Towards A Philosophy For Literature' (E.G. Ballard)
'Les Sciences & La Philosophie' (F. Gonseth)
'Einstein's Conception of Science' (F.S.C. Northrop)
'Leibnitz's Theory of Space' (F.S.C. Northrop)
'The Function of Experiment in Knowledge' (J. McMurray)
'Mr. Collingwood on Philosophical Method' (C.J. Ducasse)
'Il Pensiero del Descartes' (Adolfo Levi)
'Pressure Group & Community' (K.T. Henderson)
'Non-French Admirers & Imitators of Balzac' (A.C. Taylor)
'Casual Necessities: An Alternative to Home' (C. Hartshorne)

Box 14 4/3/1

Reprints of Articles/Talks by Other Philosophers

'The Creative Process in the Artist's Mind' (S. Alexander)
'Ought' and Motivation (W.D. Falk)
'History, The Individual & Inevitibility' (J. Passmore)
'Philosophy in the Making' (J. Tate)
'Language & Metaphysics' (H.K. Feibelman)
'Logical & Mathematical Symbolism in the Platonic Scholia' (S. Brumaugh)
'Towards A Philosophy of Democracy' (H. Kamiat)
'God's Goodness & Justice' (D.T. Atwater)
'Ethics, Metaphysics & Sociology' (H.J. McClosky)
'Can Faith Valuate God-Talk' (K. Nielsen)
'Circular Points of Infinity' (D.K. Picken)
Reprints of Articles/Talks by Other Philosophers (cont'd)
'Ministry & Sacraments' (J.P.S.R. Gibson)
'The Range of Dyadic Ontology' (J.K. Feibelman)
'B. From the Psychiatric Approach' (A.M. Mühl)
'Notes on the use of Photography in Checking up Unconscious Conflicts' (A.M. Mühl)
'The Esthetic Object' (C.J. Ducasse)
'The Baptism of Karl Marx' (E. Kamenka)
'The Element of Greatness in Phylosophy' (C.E.M. Joad)
'An Attack on Aristotle' (J.C. McKerron)
'Social Implications of Logical Thinking' (E. Conze)
'The Logic of Jules Lachelier' (T. Greenwood)
'Philosophy & The Christian Religion' (C.J. Webb)
'The Roots of Quality in Human Knowledge' (A.F. Hallett)
'The Limits of Empiricism' (Bertrand Russell)
'Ethics & Educational Theory' (A.C. Fox)
'The Paradox of Omnipotence' (L.T. Ramsey)
'Reflections After Wittgenstein' (J.K. Feibelman)
'An Introduction to Metaphysics For Empiricists' (J.K. Feibelman)
'Theories of Polarity' (A.C. Bahm)
'Jeremy Bentham & The Victorian Administrative State' (D. Roberts)
'Philosophy In Australia' (Text in Polish) (J. Szrednicki)
'Present & Possible Relations Between Oriental Philosophy & Western Thought' (F.H. Young)
'Ontology & Ideology' (J.K. Feibelman)
'Persons & Funerals' (I.T. Ramsay)
'Can a Man Witness His Own Funeral' (A.G.N. Flew)
'Un Ontologia Della Conoscenza' (J.K. Feibelman)
'Sri Aurobindo Ashram' (Information Sheet)
'The Pursuit of Philosophy' (Indra Sen)
'The Aim, Datum & Method of Philosophy' (Indra Sen)
'Heidegger & Holderlin' (Karsten Harries)
'Cusanus & The Platonic Idea' (Karsten Harries)
'Christian Positivism' (Kay Neilson)
'Truth In The Theological Perspective' (D.D. Williams)
'Interpreting Neo-Realism' (E. Kamenka)
'Recommendations Regarding the Language of Introspection' (J.N. Findley)
'L'Brigine De L'Institut International De Philosophy' (A. Petzell)
'Two Chapters on Happiness' (Wladyslaw Tatarkiewicz)
'Sensation & Brain PrQcess' (A Reply to Prof. Smart) (G. Pitcher)
'Notional Choice' (A. Duncan-Jones)
'The Task of Philosophy' (A.D. Lindsey)
'Anti-Intellectualism' (J.R. Watmough)
'Creation & The Creator' (L.C. Bush)
'The Impact of Modern Scholarship on Christianity' (A.J. Garnett)
'On The Connections Between Two Worlds' (J.K. Feibelman)
'Kant's Reputation of Dogmatic Idealism' (C.M. Turbayne)
'Mind, Matter & Freedom' (C.H. Harshoque)
4/3/1962

Reprints of Articles/Talks by Other Philosophers (cont'd)

'Sources of Scepticism in Atomic Theory' (G. Buchdahl)
'The Myth of Passage' (D.C. Williams)
'Strict & Genetic Identity' (C.H. Hartshorne)
'Sovereignty' (A. Lindsay)
'Chance, Love & Incompatibility' (C.H. Hartshorne)
'The Sea Fight Tomorrow' (2 copies) (D.C. Williams)
'Naturalismus Over Idealism' (R. Eucken)
'On The topic and Definitions of the Categories' (J.K. Feibelman)
'The Routine of Discovery' (E.G. Ballard)
'The Use of 'Good' in Aesthetic Judgement' (H. Knight)
'Is The Imagination Creative?' (A.H. Hanney)
'Conceptual Recognition' (B. Edgell)
'The Nature of Universals & Recognition' (G.F. Stout)
'The Correspondence Theory of Truth' (H.B. Acton)
'Histoire De La Philosophie Moderne & Contempordine' (D.J. McCracken)
'Metaphysique et Ontologie' (H.W. Schneider)
'Philosophie Des Valeurs Ethique & Esthetique' (A.L. Stern)
'Being & Possibility: A Reply' (R.L. Barber)
'The State & Evil' (H.J. McCloskey)
'Aspects of Philhellenism in Antiquity' (Sir F. Adcock)
'Plato's Parmenides & Positive Metaphysics' (R.S. Brumbaugh)
'Philosophical Studies (The Principle of Falsification) (G. Ardley)
'Critical Notice' (J.A. Passmore)
'Alfred Deakin' (J.A. La Nauze)
'Philosophy Today' (K.B. Pflaum)
'Commonsense of Number' (D.K. Picken)
'What Does the Mind Construct' (A.D. Lindsay)
'The Churches & The University' (Pamphlet)
'Corporate Personality Psychologically Regarded As A System of Interests' (H.C. Dowdall)
'The Meaning of Conflict' (Kurt Singer)
'Confirmability & Confirmation' (Herbert Feigl)
'A Realistic Analysis or Possibility' (R.L. Barber)
'Empiricism & Freedom' (V.D. Kinsella)
'Ought Implies Can' (L.J. Russell)
'Miracles' (I.T. Ramsey)
'Eugenics & The Future of the Australian Population' (W.E. Agar)
'Scientific Method & Internat. Affairs' (Lord Lindsay of Barker)
'Conditions of Observation & States of Observer' (R. Liedins)
'Analysis' Issue Jan. 1954
'Philosophical Empriciism' (J.K. Feibelman) in 'Dialectica' 1962

'Berkeley & Russell on Space' (C.M. Turbayne)
in "Dialectica" 1954
Box 15  4/4/1  Miscellaneous Correspondence  
Re: Diary Kept by W.R. Boyce Gibson  
In Freiburg IM Bregau  1928  

Including:  Correspondence with  
Archives-Husserl, Louvain  
Professor H. Speigelberg, Washington Uni.  
Louis-Sth. USA.  
Quentin Gibson, Canberra.  1950-1972  

Copy of "Extracts from the Diary"  
Photostats of the Diary  
Articles "Freedom, Open Possibility" 1933  
MS. "Free Will & Responsibility" 1933  

4/4/2  Personal Correspondence  1948/49, 1953  

4/4/3  Correspondence Re: US Visit  1952/53  
Incl. Letters - Carnegie Corporation  N.Y.  
Uni. of California  
Yale  
Uni. of Florida  
Uni. of Chicago  
Misc. Letters.  

4/4/4  Travel A.c.  

4/4/5  Correspondence W/C.A. Watts & Co. Ltd., and A/c. 1967/68  

4/4/6  Journal for Philosophy of Religion  
Correspondence & Draft Article  1969  

4/4/7  Miscellaneous Correspondence (professional  
Draft Articles, MS., Photos  1959-1972  

4/4/8  Private Correspondence  1961-1970